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Perfecting the Image:
3 New Compact Photomicrographic Systems Cover a Wide Range of Uses

Focus On Usability
The culmination of many years

experience in photomicrographic

system design, the new FX-III series

focuses squarely on the needs of the user.

Each unit sports an elegant design, with

only a minimum of switches and

controls for easy operation, while offering

a host of extra features.
U-III control box LCD display

Multi-point sensor

Redefining  Simplicity
Advanced photomicrography is now within
everyone's reach, even with no prior technical
experience. With just a minimum of controls to
operate, the U-III  even provides assistance, showing
you what to do next on the LCD panel, and the
compact control box saves on desk space. The H-III
has a built-in control box without buttons, guaran-
teeing effortless operation by anyone.

Quick, Accurate Measurements
Even minute specimens can be measured quickly,
accurately and easily, thanks to the multi-point 
sensor in the U-III and H-III.

H-III with SMZ-10A
U-III with ECLIPSE E800



Exposure Sequence Programming
Exposure sequences can be programmed with a simple key opera-
tion. Even a complicated sequence such as the one shown below, for
example, can easily be
set, thanks to yet anoth-
er photomicrographic
innovation from Nikon.

Connection to a Printer and PC via RS-232C Interface 
The U-III is equipped with an RS-232C serial port to which a printer
or personal computer can be connected. Files can be managed on a
personal computer, and data can be printed out directly from the
printer (without passing through the computer).

In-camera Data Memory and Review Functions 
(for 35mm Film)
The U-III provides a much simplified method of managing exposure
data leaving operators free to concentrate on taking good pictures.
The exposure data actually used for each frame (frame number, 
exposure time, ISO number, exposure adjustment value, exposure
measuring area), can be easily reviewed.

ISO Setting and Exposure Adjustment
The U-III accepts ISO settings of 6 to 20,000 with a broad exposure
compensation range of -3 to +3 in increments of 1/3 for a total of 19
steps. A Time mode is also provided.

Wind Lock (Multiple Exposure)
Demand for multiple exposure capability is on the increase for multi-
ple staining in FISH and
other advanced 
research. The U-III
provides easy-to-
operate Wind Lock and
Release functions.

AE Lock (Memory of Exposure Time)
Determined exposure times can be stored into memory, allowing you
to alter compositions. This is also handy when taking consecutive 
pictures of different areas at the same exposure.

Manual Exposure
Exposure times between 0.01 and 999.99 seconds can be set easily by
means of a simple key operation. In addition, up to four exposure
times can be stored into memory.

Auto Bracketing
Another powerful function included with the U-III is Auto Bracketing,
designed for difficult light conditions such as fluorescence. With a
single release of the shutter, you can take up to 19 frames with differ-
ent exposure correction values; valuable specimens are no longer
wasted due to errors in exposure.

Fluorescent Control Panel
LCD display with backlight illumination and touch-recognizable fluo-
rescent keys combine to make key entry easier, even in the dark.

Selection of Exposure Measurement Area: 35%,1%,0.1%
The U-III incorporates a highly-sensitive multi-point sensor developed
by Nikon to ensure accurate exposure from average light measurement
of 35% down to spot measurement, essential for determining
exposures for microscopic specimens. In addition, a reticle inside the
finder clearly shows the measured area to ensure that no deviations in
reading occur even within a measurement area of 0.1%, fully exploit-
ing the potential of spot measurement.

Program Mode
The U-III features the same Program Mode technology that earned
Nikon SLR cameras such high acclaim. The multi-point sensor auto-
matically determines optimum exposure by rapidly scanning the area
to be measured, even if the target is extremely minute and off center.
The U-III provides two program modes matching the measurement
area: Program SS and Program  S.

Proximity Sensor and Auto Brightness Finder 
The U-III includes a proximity sensor for improving reading accuracy
in weak light, which automatically detects the movements of the
operator. When the operator looks into the finder to focus on a dark
specimen, the light from the specimen is sent to the finder, and when
the operator moves away from the finder, the finder shutter closes 
automatically, and the light shifts to the detector for measurement.
Taking photographs in weak light is facilitated by the finder shutter
which prevents external light from reaching the finder and sends
100% of the light to the photo port. If a specimen is 
particularly bright, the U-III
automatically switches from
Sensor mode to Normal mode, so
that images no longer dazzle the
eyes, causing discomfort.

Reciprocity Adjustment Algorithm
The U-III's circuitry has been pre-programmed with a reciprocity
value compensation algorithm to prevent underexposure caused by
reciprocity law failure. Underexposure is thus minimized even during
the long exposure times required by dark specimens.

Finder Reticle Illumination
An illuminated reticle in the U-III's finder ensures accurate focusing,
framing and exposure of low-light fluorescent and other difficult
specimens. Reticle illumination is automatically turned off, however,
when measuring brighter specimens.

A Full Range of Exposure ControlsThe U-III's compact, sleek design and advanced exposure
system with Multi-point sensor, make it the system of choice for
serious fluorescence applications including FISH.
It is ideal for use at research institutes and
universities, and wherever quick,
precise exposure settings are essential.

U-III Easy Access to Advanced Photomicrography

Up to the Most Demanding Tasks

Advanced Fluorescence Photomicrography Made Easy

Specifications
Film exposure system Direct projection by prism swing-out method
Light detector Multi-point sensor
Shutter Electric shutter
Controller Separate box
Display LCD(Back-lit)
Exposure control

Time range Automatic: 0.01～999.99 sec.
Time exposure, X for sync-contact

Program exposure measurement Program S, Program SS
Manual exposure Available
Time display 5 digits (0.01～999.99) on LCD*
Measuring area 0.1% spot, 1% spot, 35% average
Memory of exposure time Available (AE lock)
Film speed range ISO 6～20,000
DX auto setting Available for 35 mm film
Exposure adjustment -3～+3 (19 steps at 1/3 intervals)
Reciprocity compensation Reciprocity adjustment algorithm
Multiple exposure control Available (Wind lock)
Automatic shutter lock** Available
Auto bracketing Available

Exposure sequence programming Available

Framing & focusing
Focusing tool Focusing finder with photo mask & diopter

adjustment (-8～+3.5)
Projection lenses 2X, 2.5X, 4X, 5X

Camera format
35 mm dark box FDX-35 Motorized film advance; motorized film advance to 

1st frame; motorized rewinding; DX film compatible; 
data back (option); half frame capability (option);
photo data memory 

Large format adapter 4X Polaroid film, Roll film, 4"x 5" film

RS-232C interface Available

Power source Separate AC adapter (100 to 230V)

Other accessories Data back; Focusing magnifier

*Maximum automatic exposure time depends on ISO settings.
** Shutter locks automatically if practical operation range is exceeded.

Sensor

Settings are easy thanks to a minimal number of keys.

1%

35mm

Half-frame

Frame size

Measuring area

4”x 5”
31/3”x 41/4”

0.1%

35%

(The dotted line is not actually shown
on the finder.)



Comprehensive Exposure Controls

For Most Research and Clinical/Routine Needs

Enhanced Operational Ease

Specifications
Film exposure system Direct projection by prism swing-out method

Light detector Multi-point sensor

Shutter Electric shutter

Controller Incorporated in main body

Display LED

Exposure control
Time range Automatic: 0.01～999 sec.

Time exposure, X for sync-contact
Time display 3 digits (0.01～999) on LED*
Measuring area 1% spot or 35% average
Memory of exposure time Available (AE lock)
Film speed range ISO 6～20,000
DX auto setting Available for 35 mm film
Exposure compensation -2～+2 (13 steps at 1/3 intervals)
Automatic shutter lock** Available

Framing & focusing
Focusing tool Focusing finder with photo mask & diopter

adjustment (-8～+3.5)
Projection lenses 2X, 2.5X, 4X, 5X

Camera format
35 mm dark box FDX-35 Motorized film advance; motorized film advance to 

1st frame; motorized rewinding; DX film compatible; 
data back (option); half frame capability (option)

Large format adapter 4X Polaroid film, Roll film, 4"x 5" film

Power source Separate AC adapter (100 to 230V)

Other accessories Data back; Focusing magnifier

*Maximum automatic exposure time depends on ISO settings.
** Shutter locks automatically if practical operation range is exceeded.

Specifications
Film exposure system Direct projection by prism swing-out method

Shutter Mechanical shutter

Exposure control Manual
Time range Lens shutter specified speed: 

B,1,1/2,1/4,1/8,1/15,1/30,
1/60,1/125,1/250, X for sync-contact

Framing & focusing
Focusing tool Focusing finder with photo mask & diopter

adjustment (-8～+3.5)
Projection lenses 2X, 2.5X, 4X, 5X

Camera format
Nikon SLR F-601 or FM2 Motorized film advance; 

motorized film advance to 1st frame; 
motorized rewinding; DX film 
compatible (Only for F-601)

Large format adapter 4X Polaroid film, Roll film, 4"x 5" film

Other accessories Focusing magnifier

For most research and clinical/routine needs, the H-III is a great
all-rounder. With a built-in control box and a reduced number of
switches, operation is simpler than ever, and the system itself is
extremely compact. 1% spot light measurement assures the 
exposure accuracy required for sophisticated photomicrography.

H-III For Everyday Photomicrography

Built-in Control Box
The control box is built into the photomicrographic system. This
integrated design saves space on your research bench and facilitates
overall efficiency.

Easy-to-Read Digital Display
Exposure time obtained with light detectors is clearly displayed on the
LED digital panel located on the front of the H-III, facilitating readings
in dimly lit environments.

1% Spot and 35% Integrated Average Measurement
One-touch switch changeover gives you a choice of 1% spot or 35%
integrated average measurement to meet a variety of photomicrographic
needs. The 1% spot measurement is indispensable for fluorescence
and darkfield photomicrography, where the measured area is clearly
indicated by a reticle when seen through the finder.

High Sensitivity Light Detector
The H-III employs a Nikon-original light detector, that enables the H-III
to measure exposures with great precision making error-free
photomicrography possible, not only in ordinary brightfield
microscopy but also in other routine microscopy such as darkfield
and fluorescence.

ISO Settings 6~20,000 & Exposure Compensation -2 ~ +2
With film speed settings ranging from ISO 6 to 20,000, you can use
almost any available film. Time mode settings are also possible. The
exposure compensation dial permits compensation from -2 to +2 in
increments of 1/3 for a total of 13 steps.

AE Lock (Memory of Exposure Time)
You can store exposure time in memory by simply sliding the switch.
Once you make measurements at the center of the visual field and save
the data, you can take your time and recompose. This function is also
handy when taking photographs of various areas of a specimen
consecutively, using the same exposure.

Common Accessories: Refining the Image
FDX-35 Dark Box (U-III, H-III)
Nikon took full advantage of its SLR camera technology in develop-
ing a dedicated dark box for photomicrography. DX and other
information is accurately transmitted to the main photographic unit,
providing reliable support to the main task of taking pictures.

Large Format Adapter 4X (U-III, H-III, P-III)
The Polaroid camera holder can be mounted via the large format
adapter. This adapter automati-
cally compensates for changes
in exposure between 35mm
and large format when it is
mounted on the main body.

Projection Lenses (U-III, H-III, P-III)
New PLI projection lenses enhance the optical characteristics of the
new Nikon Eclipse series microscopes using CFI60 objectives. For
microscopes using CF objectives, stereoscopic microscopes and in-
dustrial microscopes, the PL series projection lenses are available
to provide optimum performance. Both types are available in 2X,
2.5X, 4X, and 5X. The Eclipse E800 microscope can use the PLI 2X
lens with the 1X, 2X and the 0.5X low power macro objectives to
cover larger fields of view for 35mm photography.
*Imprinting a reticle image on the film is possible: PLI 2.5X, 4X, 5X (ø20mm), PL2.5X,4X,5X (ø19mm)

Half-frame Photography (U-III, H-III)(option)
The Half-Size Photo Mask (optional) allows two different photos to
be exposed on a standard-size frame. 
This feature is useful when making comparison studies of 
specimens.

Data Recording Function (U-III, H-III)(option)
The DB-S is an interchangeable data back that easily attaches to the
FDX-35 by using the camera back hinge release. A string of up to
eight characters* can be imprinted onto the photographs to facili-
tate labeling and sorting.
* Letters and numerals are limited to the following: numerals (0~9), letters (E, H and P),

punctuation (period, hyphen and space).

Shutter speed can be set manually within a range of 1 to 1/250 second.
When combined with the Nikon F-601 or FM2 SLR cameras, the P-III
can easily be used for photomicrography applications. The P-III
nonetheless employs the same swing-out beam splitter system and
direct projection lens system as the U-III and H-III. The P-III thus offers
high-quality photomicrography at an affordable price, and is especially
recommended for users who wish to shoot a large number of photos at
a uniform exposure time.

A great place to start
● Extremely affordable, well appointed system.
● 100% of the light reaches the film.
● Uses a Nikon 35mm SLR camera,* so the camera's light

meter ensures accurate exposures.

*Some cameras cannot be used; for details please consult your dealer.

TheP-III:“Simplicity Itself ”

Large Format Adapter 4X

DB-S with Dark Box

PLI Projection Lenses PL Projection Lenses

FDX-35 Dark Box



Half Mask Data Back DB-S

35mm Adapter A

Data Back Controller MPC-1

Polaroid Camera Holder

10.7 x 11.3cm / 4-1/4” x 4-7/16”
(Effective size 7.6 x 10.1cm / 3” x 4”)

8.5 x 10.8cm / 3-1/3” x 4-1/4”
(Effective size 7.3 x 9.5cm / 2-7/8” x 3-3/4”)

SLR Cameras: FM2, F-601 

Large Format Adapter 4x

35mm Camera 
Adapter B

Double Shutter 
Release 
(for SLR cameras)

FX-III Series P-III

FX-III Series H-IIIFX-III Series U-III
(including finder)

U-III Control Box

Ocular Finder

AC Adapter

AC Adapter

Projection Lenses**
PL 2x, 2.5x, 4x, 5x
PLI 2x, 2.5x, 4x, 5x
(The PL 2 x is only for Large Format use)

Focusing 

Remote Shutter 
Release Switch 
(Option in U-III, 
standard with H-III)

External serial 
communication cable 
for PC/printers

Single Shutter 
Release 
(for large format adapters)

Dark Box FDX-35 

AC Adapter

Polaroid Pack Film* 600 Series, 
Pro 100 Series

Polaroid Autofilm Holder*
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Magnifier

Polaroid Auto Film* 300 Series

Total System Integration

Polaroid is a registered trademark of Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

**PLI Series is for microscopes with CFI60 objectives. 
PL Series is for microscopes with CF objectives, stereoscopic 
microscopes and industrial microscopes.

*Not Nikon products; available upon request.
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